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MARKETING 
STRATEGY 
TO ACHIEVE 
3.3 TIMES GROWTH



Client: ZIGMUND.ONLINE 
A service that helps users find the right 
psychotherapist for an appointment online

All therapists go through an internal selection 
process: educational documents, professional and 
ethical qualities, and private practice experience get 
checked

The company offers a promotion: 
Two appointments at the price of one for new users 
of the web service

Project description:



Promotion Target
To get the maximum number of leads 
with a rational budget split in 
performance channels

The user fills out a short questionnaire with a list of 
problems that bother them

A form submitted on the client's site was 
counted as a lead:

The user chooses a suitable specialist from the 
suggested list of psychologists

The user specifies a convenient time for the first 
lesson in their personal account
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Approach to the use of 
performance channels

Broad interest based targeting
We use hot-to-cold strategy, give 
priority to warm customers, and scale 
up through the new audience.

Youtube, TikTok

Narrow interest based targeting
Facebook

Targeting by keyword search

Yandex.Direct, Google Ad

Look-alike targeting of customer audience

Yandex.Direct, Google Ad, Facebook

Remarketing targeting non-converted customers

Yandex.Direct, Google Ad, Facebook



General results
for all performance channels
In six months, we increased the volume of leads by 3.3 times. 
At the same time, the cost of a lead was reduced by 22%.
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Results: Paid Search 
Google Ad: With a 2-fold budget increase, the CPL was reduced by  11

Yandex.Direct: With a 5-fold budget increase, the CPL was reduced by 12%

Campaign period in both systems: June 1 – November 30
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We monitored all the innovations of the SEA market and promptly used 
effective tools of advertising systems: Performance Max, Campaigns Master, 
Discovery

The growth of branded traffic gave us a monthly increase in leads at the lowest 
CPL. This allowed us to test hypotheses on the colder audience, while staying 
within the client's KPIs and showing positive dynamics in the number of leads 
and their value
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Summary: Paid Search
Thanks to the competent allocation of the budget we managed 
to achieve an increase in the lead flow by 5 times in 6 months 
(with organic seasonal growth in demand by an average of 40%)

Insights:

• CR typically increased on Mon-Tue and dropped on Fri-Sat.
• During the New Year holidays, in addition to the drop in demand, 

we noticed a dramatic drop in CR.



Results: Facebook+Instagram
In the reporting period on Facebook, we were able to increase the volume of leads 
by 35% and reduce CPL by 20% without a significant increase in budget for the entire period  
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Facebook+Instagram:
week seasonality
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Results: TikTok
On TikTok during the placement period we maintained a positive trend but did not increase the volume. The platform 
did not work as steadily as the other ones so the split was in favour of Paid Search ads and Facebook. Nevertheless, even with small 
budgets the platform consistently brought in leads at CPL comparable to the one on Facebook.
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TikTok: 
creatives
While working with TikTok, we tested 
different types of creatives: animation, 
"talking head," and video 
compilations.

What works best on TikTok 
is first-person videos that are native 
to the platform



TikTok: Creative 
Recommendations
During the promotion, we observed the standard negative trend of clickability: a week after the 
launch the CR indicator has dropped significantly. However, when the creatives were updated, CR 
recovered to relatively high values.
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TikTok: Creative 
Recommendations
The platform recommends that you change your creatives 
once a week. This is not always possible and often irrationally 
expensive. We rotated creatives for a month and came to 
the following conclusions:

• It's possible to achieve the lowest CPL in the first 3-7 days. Then the indicator grows, 
and the platform stops optimizing

• In our experience, the burnout of creatives on TikTok is difficult to trace by media indicators: 
CPC often remains stable, while CTR can fluctuate. However, the CR indicator decreases 
dramatically leading to deterioration in overall promotion results  

• To prolong the life of a creative on the platform even minimal changes to it help.
This allows you to restart it and get results comparable to the very beginning



Thanks to the active testing of tactics at the start of the placement on Facebook 
we were able to identify the most effective of them. This helped increase leads by 
35%, reduce CPL by 20% without a significant increase in budget

Native, first-person videos are the most effective
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Conclusions. Paid Social

Generally TikTok creatives burn out within 7 days. Minimal changes 
in a creative are enough to restart it and get results comparable to 
the very start

#3

TikTok and Instagram Reels bring leads comparable in value to paid 
search ads

#4



Results: YouTube
The transition from TrueView for Action to Video Action is very noticeable. As a result of format 
optimization in the first two weeks, CR performance improved. The right tactics
in targeting also worked successfully for the updated format. Thanks to this it was possible to reduce 
the CPL by 61% in less than a month

* Placement period on both platforms: June 1 - November 30
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Results: YouTube
We used 12 to 36-second ads in the campaign. The most effective in clickability and conversion rates 
were the ads of 30 seconds and longer: a 34-second ad had the highest number of direct conversions
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Results: YouTube

An important part of video advertising are view-
through conversions without a prior click-through. 
The high proportion of such conversions shows the 
very synergy between 
the top-level sources and the final sources. 
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Reliable marketing platforms were the base of the strategy. Along with 
a rational budget split, optimization and gradual testing of new ad formats  and 
channels we achieved a steady improvement of KPIs. 
As a result – a 3.3-fold growth in six months

The complex subject matter bordering medicine/healthcare doesn't allow for 
some tools to be used, yet the niche is very competitive. At the moment we 
see 30+ competitors. Throughout the year, the ad auction has been warming 
up, making it more challenging to keep CPA rates from rising up
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General conclusions

Search engine advertising takes the largest share of leads among all 
performance channels, followed by targeted ads and reach advertising

#3

The general trend monitored across all channels — demand is highly 
dependent on the season and days of the week

#4
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Let’s connect!
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